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Campus Chest Drive Scheduled for pril 17-27
To Support Local and International Charity Ap eals
The 1968 Campus Chest
Drive will get underway on
Wednesday, April 17 and will
run to Saturday, April 27.
Committee Chairmen Sue Butler and Gil Bolitho organized
this annual charity drive; Mr.
Melvyn Ehrlich and Miss
Blanche Schulz are the faculty
advisors of the committee.
The main purpose of the drive is
to actively involve the students and
faculty in raising money for certain charities which are selected
yearly. This year's committee has
chosen two new charities, the Mission School of Father Feddema on
the Isla de Raton in Venezuela, and
support for educational opportunities for American Indian children,
in addition to Melmark School for
Retarded Children in Berwyn,
Pennsylvania.
These charities were chosen be-
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Two of the youngsters at the Melmark School for Retarded Children,
in Berwyn, Pennsyl vania, who will
be helped by the fund s raised in the
Annua l Campus Chest Drive.

cause the committee felt that the Most of the children range in age
services they perfonn are represen- from one month to twenty years.
tative of the campus's concern for I ~lelmark offers love, understandeducational development and hu- ing, and affectionate care in a strucmanitarian needs on an interna- tural training program in a cheertional, national, and local level. A ful, homelike atmosphere.
The
donation of bolts of cloth and toys program includes musical therapy,
for some of the children at Penn- language development, spiritual
hurst State School is also to be in- traini ng, motor development, precluded as further evidence of the kindergarten schooling, creative
student body's concern for children play, and sports.
in t he area who can be aided by stuMelmark was opened sixteen
dent involvement.
months ago as a non-profit organMelmark Home in Berwyn is a ization. The school has already
no n-pr ofit private home fo r t he care reached its capacity of fifty-slX
of the pr ofoundly, severely, and the children and a paid staff of over
moder atel y retarded child who is forty workers.
The home was
dependent or semi-dependent. Mel- opened with the lifetime savings of
mark is a twenty-three bedroom the Krentel family. Now that camanor on twenty acres of country- pacity has been reached, it has beside in Delaware County . There come evident that the present faciliare pla y areas, a pool, and wooded ties are no longer adequate to surareas. Melmark welcomes boys and round the children with the equipgirls, regardless of race, creed, or ment that is needed to aid them in
color f rom any state who can bene- their development. Love is essenfi t f rom their trai ning program. tial for the childre n's growth but

I

Most of the Indian families hve
in substandard housing, 86<:(' to be
exact, and 20 ' r have no home at all.
The unemployment rate is even
more shocking. While the national
average is 3-5(/(, for the I ndia n it
is 40-60(' c. The health conditions
are no better, fo r the average Indian can expect to have a lifespan
twenty years shorter than the average American. lost of the Indians
have been f orced to eke out a meagre hving by selling trinkets to
tourists. T his is a horrible fate to
happen to the origi nal Americans.

We of the Campus Chest Committee hope that the students of
t he collell'e feel as we do and want
to do something to a id t hese children. We have chosen to suppor t
No. 11 opportu nities f or education , f or
tha t will enable t he Indian childr en
to obta in skills tha t wilJ make t hem
a n integral part of t he working
community.
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Scott Pierce Fund
To Sponsor 'Concert
During IF Weekend
This year's spring I.F. Weekend
will begin on Wednesday night,
May I, instead of the usual Thursday night, announced Inter-fraternity Council President Garry Berman, '68. The concert will be free.
Its purpose is to raise funds for the
Scott Pierce Scholarship Fund. The
Fund was established last fall following the tragic death of Scott,
however until now the only fund
raising efforts were by the InterSorority Council with their January "Skit Night."
The announcement of the establishment of a fund was made last
fall by the initiating Senior Class
and USGA who had decided to join

the tools to .ain them are also
desperately needed.
In keeping with tradition, the
committee has selected a national
charity Our selection this year is
aid for educational opportunities
for American Indian children. The
Indian children are often forgotte n.
Most people still see the Indian as
the noble hero of the plains, but
the Indians have been reduced to
starving mas es who are poorly
fed, clothed, and educated.

liked on campus, not many people
were really a ware of his budding
show business carrier. He was one
of four members of a folk singing
group known as The Metropolitans.
During the group's brief but very
rapid rise to popularity, The Meteopolitans played numerous campus
circuit shows, auditioned for the Ed
Sullivan Show, and appeared on the
Arthur Godfrey network show.
In addition, they video taped several television specials. "The Metropolitans Ride the Road to Paradise," set against the famous Strasburg Railroad in Lancaster, Penn- A father and some of the border boys at the Mis ion chool of Father
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)
Feddema on the Isla de Raton, in Venezuela.
__ _

F or our interna tional charity we
have elected the Mission School on
the Isla de Raton, off the coast of
Venezuela. Thi s school is run by
Fathe r Herman Feddema a nd wa s
one of the organizations to receive
a small donation last year. 10ney
ra ised by auctioning off President
Helfferich's famou s red tie (which
has now mysteriously disappeared
from the showca se in Bomberge r ) ,
was the ma in source for the contribution to this school.
Teaching young boys on thi s remo te island is a strenuous, difficult
task for Father F eddema and his
resourc es are limited. Last yea r
Father Feddema wro te in grateful
apprec iation f or the help Urs inus
has sent him: "You can imag ine
how we were surprised by such a
prec ious a ssistance of an unknown
friend ."
_ __ _

I

:~~~::Ali~~lf:::n;~; ~:a~:~p!~~:~ Cub & Key Society Inducts lME M 0 RAN DUM
John Gabel, '68, Senior Class
ITo: The Ur inn College Campu Community
President, went on to explain that S
U·
J
.
for some time Senior Class memeven rSlnus unlors
bers have been looking for the
IFrom: Ellwood S. Pai ley, Secretary of the Board of Directors
proper way to initiate the fund soSeven Ursinus men of the junior class have been elected
licitations. "We now have a very to the Cub and Key Society, the honor society of men at Urunique opportunity," he continued. sinus since 1939. The seven are Kenneth J. MacLeod, Fred"About two months ago we learned erick A. Jacob, Joseph H. Miller, Donald G. Bartell, Robert B.
from the scholarship estate in Herh NCb'
IIhey that a special record album Robinson, John S. Picconi, and Jo n . or m.
of Scott's perfonnances was going
Corbin was named President and this year's Cub and Key President,
to be released nationally later this Robinson, Secretary - Treasu~er. at the s.enior prom on April 6.
Jear."
The announcement of the eleclion . Elec~\On to ~he C~b and Key . SoWhile Scott was well known and results was made
by_ _
John
IS deSCribed In the Urslnus
_.:..:......__________________
_ __
_ _Gable,
_ _ clety
handbook
as "the greatest honor

The members of the Board
of Director of Ursinus College heard with great interest
the pre entation made by Mr.
G
W ld
ary
a 0, Mr. We ley C.
Clymer and the student committee made up of Mi s Paman Ursinus man can achieve." Mem- ela C. Green, Miss Maureen A.
bership is offered to a very select Murphy, Miss Susan J. Roy-

Cub and Key Inductees

group who excel in character, scholarship, and participation in activities. The Cub and Key Constitution limits membership to seven.

L

k M

D

S

ac, r. avid . Kaplan, Mr.
Robert J. McDonald, and Mr.
Herbert C. Smith.

Matchmaker Cast Set
For Spring Production

The Curtain Club will present I separate sets, a contest has been
Thornton Wilder's Matchmaker on I sponsored in order to develop the
May 10th and 11th in the T. G. ' best stage settings possible. The
Gym. The play, intended by its · currently popular dramatic techauthor as a spoof on musicals and Inique of the trust stage, with platextravaganzas, was paradoxically forms extending into the audience,
the basis of the popular musical ' will be used in the production.
comedy "He1\o, Dolly!" As usual,
students will be admitted free
The popular and funny play will
there will be a donation of $1.25 include Sue Spohn as DolJy Levi,
for others.
Lee Roberts as Horace, Joy Windle
This year's Spring Play will be as Mrs. Molloy, and Judy Melby as
the most expensive and intricate Minnie. Jean Eyer, Byron Jackson,
Firat tle~ohn Corbin; second tier-Don Bartell, Bob Robinson; third production ever attempted by the Rocco Iachini, Vince Garvna, Martler-Joe Miller, Fred Jacob; fourth tier--John Picconi, Ken MacLeod. Curtain Club. Since there are four
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)

The Board members were
plea ed with the courteous
and able manner in which the
f
M W ld
d M
ca e or r.
a 0 an
r.
Clymer wa presented.
It
reached a decision only after
deliberating thoughtfully and
sincerely on th e Issue.
.
At the meeting of the Board of
Directors held Friday, March 22,
1968, the Board declined to renew
the teaching contracts of Mr. Waldo and Mr. Clymer for the academic year 1968-1969. After hearing
the presentation of students, members of the faculty, the Dean and
the Pres ident of the College, the
Board concluded that the procedures folJowed were entirely consistent with the employment practices of the Co1\ege.
In personal letters to Mr. Waldo
and Mr. Clymer, Board President
William D. Reimert said, ''I personally thank you for your service
to Ursinus College and wish you
success in the future."
In his letter to the individual
members of the student committee,
Dr. Reimert said, "The Board members were impressed by the sincerity of your interest in our college.
I personally believe that although
you students did not gain your immediate objective, you gave to me
some valuable help for the future.
I am grateful to you."
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Fred Jacob

LETTERS

"The procedures followed were entirely consistent with the em- LETTER TO THE EDITOR
On this National day of mournployment practice of the College."-The Board of Directors
With these rather passionless words the Ursinus College ing for the Reverend Dr. Martin
King, I would like to ask
Board of Directors rejected the appeal of 870 Ursinus stu- Luther
some rhetorical questions of those
dents that two of their professors be rehired. We can only of you who cannot understand, or
hope that the Board took into consideration something more who do not wish to understand,
than the con istency of the procedure taken with the college's those policies for which he was
employment practices. We shall give the Board the benefit fighting and for which he died. Too
of you know only tnat the
of the doubt; still, it is hard to escape the feeling that the many
Negro is riotous; rioting is bad;
students somehow deserved something more.
therefore, the Negro is bad. Too
The student protest that was staged in the weeks prior many of you claim Black Power in
to Spring vacation was carried out in commendable fas hion. any way, shape or form is wrong,
Even President Helferrich says he believes that the protest without realizing what it means.
have been told Black Power is
was "good for the school." His only really major objection, You
wrong, so therefore without knowlhe asserts, was to the letter sent to the alumni, which report- edge of its concepts, instead only
edly has angered some to the point where they have threat- the knowledge of its methods, you
ened never again to support the college financi ally. This re- condemn it totally. I would like to
sult would be most unfortunate : the college certainly does know how many of you have never
a playground, with grass and
need the money, and the students, too, would suffer if contri- seen
baseball
diamonds
and
picnic
butions were to slacken off to any significant extent. As far areas? I wonder how many of you
as thi editor i concerned, however, even the letter to the have ever been told you were not
alumni can be justified when one considers the depth and ab- allowed into an area because you
solute sincerity of the student outrage that prevailed at the weren't the same color. I wonder
how many of you have ever seen
time and, indeed, still smoulders. Our sense of justice was numbers of rats running around
mortified . It was so transparently obvious to those of us who your homes, but thought nothing
had been taught by Messrs. Waldo and Clymer that they were of it because you've seen so many
I wonder how
fine teachers who deserved to be rehired , that we were com- of them before?
many
of
you
have
ever
seen gappletely appalled and repelled by the inadequacy of a system ing holes in the bathroom
ceiling
that somehow failed to recognize their talents.
which have not been repaired beBut enough of such spleen-venting. We must now face cause the money is needed for food
the fact, however disheartening, that the battle is over and and clothing and any way, the rehas been lost. The time has come to be philosophical. "Why pairman is always on call when
phone him. How many of you
were these teachers not rehired?" and "How can we correct you
have ever been charged for a medithe inadequacies that allowed this tragedy to occur?" These cal operation at the same hospital
are the questions we must now ask ourselves.
where someone else was charged
half the price and didn't have as
Chairmen Made the Decision
Should we censure the Board of Directors, who were long a wait? How many of you
have bought food regu larly at a
called in to mediate the dispute? President Helfferich was chain
store where the prices are 2
the person at whom the protest was directed, but can every- or 3 cents higher than at any of
thing really be blamed on him? To some extent, both the the other of the chains? How many
President and Board are indeed responsible, for both of them of you have passed all qualifying
had the opportunity to save the two professors in question. examinations for jobs, but have
turned down at the personnel
We are saddened that neither had the courage nor the convic- been
interview because of no vacancies,
tion to do <;0; but we should not underestimate the guts it but they will call you when there is
would have taken to do an about-face. For the fact is that one, while you know that there are
their respective departmental chairmen did not recommend vacancies? How many of you have
Mr. Waldo or Mr. Clymer for contract renewal. For the Pres- ever been in a Negro ghetto for
more than the time it takes to get
ident of the Board to have decided in favor of the students to the by-pass of the city?
would have meant overruling these men, whose job it is to
I could go on, but I'm sure that
evaluate the instructors in their department and to decide if there are any readers, they are
who shall return and who shall not. It seems to me, there- bored with my dramatics. Unforthey are not fictitious
fore, that our original questions, "Why were these professors tunately,
ideas. I lived in a ghetto; I sawall
not rehired?" and "How can we correct the inadequacies of of these things happen, first-hand,
the system ?" should be directed at the decisions made by the and I realize that it's not a plot,
nor is it a fake; these quests of Dr.
departmental chairmen.
In the case of Mr. Waldo, we can only assume that he was King are valid and necessary.
not recommended by Dr. Armstrong, and that the latter's un- Now you may return to the
Greeks.
fortunate death precluded any flexibility in the history deRespectively submitted,
partment's reaction to the student protest. Actually, the hisMargie Rogasner

tory chairman has a better opportunity to evaluate his colleagues than do most departmental chairmen, since he is present at most History I lectures. The flaw here, however, is the
difference between delivering a formal lecture and conducting
relatively informal classes. I always thought that Mr. Waldo
gave good lectures in History I, although they were not outstanding if one compared them, say, to those of Dr. Armstrong himself. In other words, it would be hard to make a
case that it is absolutely imperative to rehire Mr. Waldo,
judging strictly from his History I lectures. In smaller
classes, however, such as his History I sections and his Twentieth Century History classes, Mr. Waldo was excellent, a delight to listen to and nearly always stimulating; in his seminars, where there may be only eight or nine students, they
tell me he is a true joy. The irony is that when Mr. Waldo
taught informally he was performing solely for students:
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)
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Dear Editor:
The impact of Dr. Martin Luther
King's death has had time to penetrate our hearts and minds. Many
people are troubled, not just because of the death of this beautiful
person but because of the trouble
that will confront they themselves
- a selfish kind of trouble. Many
fear the confrontations that will be
imposed upon them.
I may say
that whatever these people have to
put up with will be self-inflicted.
Yes, I said self-inflicted.
I wonder if many of the people
at Ursinus know what racism really is. Perhaps I'll let you in on it.
Racism consists of the least little
prejudice. Racism is not wanting
a Negro to be one's neighbor. Racism is saying, "Some of my best
friends are Negroes." Racism is
- Judy Schneider
conversing and allowing the word
A new staff has taken over the Weekly. With it has come a host "Nigger" to slip out. Racism is
of new ideas, problems and a new mania.
staring at a Negro male who is
The world scene is undergoing revolutionary changes with the an- with a white female, or vice versa.
nouncement of Pres ident Johnson, the tragic death of Dr. King, and the Racism is patronizing someone.
dubious progress in the Vietnam fia co. We of the Weekly cannot ig- Racism is tokenism . Yes, racism
nore the world situation-it is as close as Philadelphia , as close as is all of these things. How many
Collegeville.
of you are racists? How many of
After the Waldo-Clymer protests here at sleepy little Ursinus, I you are prejudiced?
can see that even Ursinus may change and is changing. Perhaps our
These are the questions you will
revolutions are on a less spectacular scale, but they still qualify.
have to ask yourself, and soon.
As editor of the Weekly, I realize that as a current publication we You've all seen what has happened
too must change. Not only must we cover and criticize our own little since Dr. King's murder, and you
world, but we must look beyond Collegeville to the world around us. It are all scared, except for that element of you who could care less.
is so close!
Our views will not alway be yours; we wouldn't expect that or And as for you, 1 could care less.
really want it to happen . Do write letters if you have a gripe, a comPeople have been asking me what
ment, or, heaven forfend. a small woro of praise. Whether or not we 1 think will happen. 1 don't think
prosper and succeed as :1 staff depends in a large measure on your in- I- I know. There will be violence,
terest and support.
J. A. S.
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 5)
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Ol:flN. Tn LI~E "'oU TO fIIEET MY S'~E~
"""0 JUST OftOPf>€D IN OIJ 11\ SO~"IS6 VISIT."

Protests, Opinions and Things
by BYRO N JACKSON
The main current of ideas fluc- I terests, something had to be done
tuating through colleges across the to improve their colleges. So we
nation is what is now becoming an may say that their aims were veriinstitution-the student protest. It fied , but the manner in which they
is felt that student rights have went about acquiring their requests
been sup pressed too long and now was far from legitimate.
is the time to end it. There have
The recent actions of the stubeen both orderly and disorderly
dents at these colleges have been
protests . I am glad to say that
denounced by everyone because of
the recent protest at Ursinus was
their irrationality. But many fail
conducted in an orderly and reve rto realize that all students are not
ential manner. Perhaps there is a
as radical, and this is what we as
reason for such a demonstration
s tudents must prove. To protest
here. Perha ps we lack the number
and voice our reasons for protest
of activists and radicals that many
within legitimate bounds and still
colleges possess. I would rather
be recognized is our goal.
We
not say whether that is good or
needn't erupt and destroy - we
bad. However, we held our proshould not have to do this to be
test and did not get what we wantheard. If such is required, then
ed, but it was a stand.
the faculty and administration are
Within a period of two weeks
not worthy of our requests and
student demonstrations took place
many times I wonder about just
at three predominantly Negro colthat idea here. Perhaps the adleges in the East. Howard Uniministrators at Howard, Bowie and
versity, Cheyney State College and
Cheyney were so shallow as not to
Bowie State College in Maryland
realize their weaknesses.
This
protested the supposed lethargy of
could be quite true. However, we
their respective administrations.
cannot speculate about such, beAnd I might mention that these
cause college administrators are
protests were not exactly the most
supposed to know what is better
orderly. At each campus, classes
for us than we are. Of course, that
were s uspended for a few days, due
is only oh so true.
to student takeover of the administrative processes of the schools.
Urs inus students have shown
Except for Howard, Cheyney and that they can conduct an orderly
Bowie were valid in their reasons protest and be recognized. Rut we
for
protesting.
Academically, must understand that there are
Cheyney and Bowie leave much to those extremely shallow people in
be desired and the students finally this country who look on the most
reasoned that for their better in(Continued on Page 6, Col. 4)
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Potpourri of Activities Highlights Campus Chest Drive
Campus Chest Features
Psychedelic Light Show
Remember last year's "Happening" ? Well, we've gone one step
further this year with Campus Chest's Light Show-Happening, calculated to blow your mind! This, the latest in to tal light-sound environmental art, will come to th e Urs inus Cam pus on Wednesday night, April
24th at eight o'clock.
As described in th e April 1s t issue of Newsweek, this new form of
total involvement psychedelia is creeping into art muse ums all over the
United States. From Minneapolis'
Walker Art Center to the Pasadena
Art Museum to the New York Metropolitan Art Museum, the Light/
SoundfMotion concept has been the
cause and effect of the "cultural
revolution" at these ins titutions.
Greg Epler, committee head,
wants to a ssure everyone that steps
have been taken to pre"ent the
power loss in the gym as "happened" last year which shortened
the length and impact of the event.
"You won't believe your eyes and
ears as you fly with us for more
than 60 emotion-packed minutes.
Using light and sound, we'll take
you on a magical tour of your mind
from life to death, from pathos to
happiness-truly an adventure you
won't want to miss."
Planning and organization form
the backbone of this "first" on cam- American Indian Children whose
pus.
education will be aided by funds
"Of course, we'll be following the raised in Annual Campus Ches t
Drive.
form of those light shows given in
New York and San Francisco as
well as other cities," Greg continues, "But we'll also be doing some
things that have never been done
Campus Chest will give you a
before at such a mass meeting."
chance to prove to all just how
For those technically minded in- strong you r eally are. On Friday,
dividuals, the T-G gym, site of the April 26 at 3 :30 teams will a ssemlight show-happening, will be ble behind the boys dorms for this
shrouded in white and equipped Olympian feat. This is, of course,
with four movie projectors, two th~ tug-of-war. It is hoped that
overhead projectors, a strobe, a all of the campus organizations and
slide projector, assorted colored sororities will submit a team. This
spots, and a 200 watt hi-fi stereo also includes groups fr om dorms
sound system hooked up to two and the day study.
four-foot Altex movie theater
The entrance fe e is 25c per perspeakers.
son and a prize will be given to
Are you ready? The 24th is the the winning team. Teams should
night, the T-G Gym the place. The consist of 15 to 20 people and will
Campus Chest Light Show is Hap- be balanced according to weight.
pening.
Pre-registration will start Tuesday, April 23. Teams should contact Harry Marcy in the New Dorm
# 106 for registration and furth er
details.
Start Campus Chest off right
with a great clean room! For just
seventy-five cents you can have the Need an
in CMP?
girl of your dreams make your
In
the
true
spirit
of U.C. adminroom springtime fresh. Watch her
as she creates the perfect atmos- istration, faculty, student cooperaphere for study out of your grubby, tion, many professors are secretly
disheveled room. There's just no practicing for their debut at the
limit to the wondrous changes that Campus Chest vehicle race. Spendcan occur when you submit your ing the past twelve months tuning
room to the feminine touch. Men up their secretly designed super
can choose their fair maid from a racing contraptions, these advolist that was specially composed to cates of high speed feats are eager
appeal to employers with the high- to show their talent on Wednesday,
est requirements. Take advantage April 17, after lunch. All these
of this great offer on Wednesday, secret endeavors will be in vain if
April 17th between the hours of 3 each student does not provide the
necessary coins which will release
p.m. and 5:30 p.m.
his favorite professor from the
starting gate and send him flying to
victory lane (and the student on to
Wanted: Strong Laps the Dean's List). Help kick off
On Tuesday, April 23, one of the Campus Chest on Wednesday by
highlights of the Campus Chest flocking to the Ursinus Speedway
will take place. Immediately after leading from Wismer toward the
lunch, brave, strong, healthy Ur- Women's Quad.
sinus men will vie to see who has
the strongest lap. Yes, against the
scenic background of Wismer Hall,
we will stage a lap-sitting contest,
the purpose of which will be to see
who can hold the most girls on his
Thursday, April 18, Ursinus will
lap. The rules are extremely simpIe: after all the girls pile up ~n go camp (whatever that means)
the poor male, they must keep theIr when the Campus Chest Committee
feet off the ground for eight (8) presents West. Fields and Chaplin
seconds. This contact sport should in their finest efforts. Mae West
prove very interesting-as well as will star in her most famous film
a lot of fun. The price is extreme- "I'm No Angel." According to Urly cheap (considering the nature of sinus's connoisseur of couth and
the sport): the owner of the lap culture, Mr. Ehrlich: "I'm so glad
will donate lOc and each girl to be you got that one; it's her best!"
held will donate lOc. The winner "That Fatal Glass of Beer" starwill receive a 98c tube of Ben-Gay, ring W. C. Fields proves very eduhiB money back, and the unique ti- cating and Dr. Creager feels it
tle of the first and only U .C. man contains a message of great imto win with his lap. If there are portance. Charlie Chaplin is cast
any questions, contact Les Schnoll, in one of his best roles in "The
Partner."
chairman.
"n'Rrrtn

Try Your Strength

Need a Maid?

A

CampusC hest Theatre

SponsorsF amousF iLms

I~e~em:~r~!v~!t, ~hiemn~ise, Student-FacultyShow
~~~a~~~;;\fiJ~~;L~r2~foY~~ Portrays College Life

uc to come to our ver ion of fun
in the sun.
From all indications it appears
as if this will be the best one yet.
APO has promised to be on hand
with their famous dunking booth.
So talk with your favorite professor and have him volunteer to take
a dip for charity. The goldfish are
making a return engagement and
the sisters of KD feel t hey will be
even prettier than last year. Let
them swim their way into your
heart.
Many new types of food will be
on hand which means that lunch
can be skipped and you will not
have to starve. If maintenance allows cotton candy will be there, but
th~re is only one problem ; t~e mac h ~ne. blows all the. fuses. I.n the
bUilding. The electn cal wlTlng of
t he. school seems to be one of our
main problems. . .
So que up behl~d Paisley at 1 :00
on Satu rday, April 27 and see what
UC can do at a carny.

The tudent-Faculty how this
year will be the most stupendous
production ever put on by the faculty and students of the college.
With a cast of thou ands (of rinus professors) and original show
tunes written by :'IIr. Ehrlich, the
show promises all who attend a
fascinating evening of drama and
high comedy. The how has been
named "Hotspot" and the setting is,
appropriately, the Ursinus Campus. The year is any year-it
doesn't really matter-b cause rsinus never changes and the plot is
concerned with the typical problems of college students (names
have been changed to protect the
guilty): the student-teacher relationship, college romances, a losing
football team, vigilante housemothers, and student protests.
"Hot pot" promise to be the
theatrical event of the season with
a cast including great actors such
as Mrs. Steele, Mr. Waldo, Dr. Ferguson, and Mr. Jones. The hidden
talent of Mr. Newman and lrs.
Lucas will be unveiled during the
perfo r ma nce, but t he tried-a ndt r ue acting ability of Dean Rothenber ger a nd the Housemothers will
suppor t t he new actors. Drs. Zuck-

I

In Person
Bonnie & Clyde!
Bonnie and Clyde have come to
town! In their usua l characteristic
manner, they a re s tealing from the
rich to help the poor. This time,
the devious duo is a sking the students of Ursinus to contribute to
several charities by supporting the
Campus Chest Fashion Show.
Appropriately, the theme of the
show will be "Bonnie and Clyde."
Representatives of campus organizations will model clothes reminiscent of the thirties . Each model is
responsible fo r his or her own costume which should be as humorous
and off-beat a s possible. Mistress
of ceremonies will be Pam Green.
The show will be held Monday,
April 22 at 6:30 P.M. in Wismer
Auditorium. The cos t of admission
will be $.25 per person. Don' t miss
Bonnie and Clyde I n Per on!!!
YOUSE GUYS BETTER BE DER!

tudents are
Costume Catastrophy
Yes, something like that could

hown

er, Yorrath, and Howard also have
offered their talents in the interest
of promoting cultural endeavor on
campu. And ,Ir. Rappochio, Dr.
Byerly, Dr. Donald Baker, Miss
Barth, and ~1iss Schulz also have
been ca t in the pr oduction.
Don't mi the avant - garde production of "Hot pot" aturday evening!
KD Spaghetti Dinner
On Tuesday, April 23, KDK Sorority will be once more serving a
spaghetti dinner to the stude nt
body and the public . The pr ice will
be 1.00 per person wi t h a ll proceeds donated to
ampus Chest .
erving time will be at 6:40 a nd
7: 15 with pref rence given to t hose
who hav bought ticke ts bef orehand. Thi is not a first come,
fir·t serve basis. The menu will
include spaghetti and a homemade
meat-ball sauce, tossed
salad,
Fre nch bread, ice cr eam a nd beverage. The meal will be ser ved by
candleligh t in the Wismer a lcove
by t he sisters of KD aided by the
b~others of APO. Tic kets will be
sold by any sister or at the door .

playin~

at the Melmark
dren, in Rer" yn, Pa.
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happen to you at the Campus chest l
Cos tume
Catas trophe.
Friday,
April 26 is the day when you get a
chance to show your creative abilities. The place for this CCCC will
~
be Paisley recreation room: . The
admission, of course, minimal.
There will be a prize for the best
A new activity has been added pit top! Figure out your la t descostume that is keeping within the this year, and it is the Fir t (;rs in- tination quickly and come on out
tradition of U.C. social realism . us College Road Rallye.
It will and join the celebration over your
Housemothers wishing to observe take place on Saturday, April 20, first road raltye . If you just so
the activity will also be expected and the courses s tart at the "big happen to have the correct times
to appear in costume. Because of bump" in front of Wismer. This and are chosen as the winner, you
the U.C.-Drexel Band Concert the rally is not limited to sports cars- will receive an engraved 22" high
start of the dance ( ?) will be de- any car can ente r . The first cars bronze and marble rallye trophy
layed to 9:30.
will leave at 9 :00 A.M., one taking a t tes ting to all your motor prowess.
So scan those attics and backs Route A and the other taking route You'll be the greatest!!! Contact
of y~ur closets to come up with the B, and cars will be dispatched every John Gable or Sam Totaro for prebest costume . . . one in good five minutes thereafter. The routes regis tration.
will carry the rallyists through
taste of course, spats preferred.
some magnificent countryside and LEITER
even if you don't win, you will truly . (Continued from Page 2, Col. 3)
enjoy the trip. It will be a great and plenty of it. No one person
way to spend a spring morning and will be able to stop it. The entire
I afternoongazing at the spectacu- white population of America is the
On Saturday, the twentieth of lar . landscape as it swishes by, li~- only agent with the power to solve
April, the ampus Chest Commit- tenlng to your cac~phonous radIO this problem. What can you do?
tee is sponsoring a mock-College programs, and. cursing us ~ut as You can start thinking of the black
30wl competition between students you tr~ to dec~pher our ambiguous man and treating the black man
and faculty. The wit and intelli- rallye instructIOns.
the way you would want to be
gence of Drs. Ferguson, Byerly,
The cost for entering the rallye thought of and treated. The Negro
and Howard will be pitted against will be $2 per car (or motor bike if and the white are equal. The only
c;tudent competitors. This is the you think you can handle it) which difference that you may see is the
students big chance to see whether includes both the driver and the skin color. which isn't much to
they really can out-talk and out- navigator. A charge of 50c will be base inequality on.
smart the faculty. Don't miss the made for each person other than
So people, realize what you've
intellectual gymnastics of the Ur- the.e two. Free box lunches will been doing, what you're doing now
sinus Faculty and students on the be provided by Joe Lynch so as to and what you'd better do. Now is
twentieth!
save you both time and money.
the time, so break out of your liIyWell, what do you get for all white shells and do some serious
The Campus Chest theatre opens your miles and frustration? If you thinking. Talking about "The Nepromptly at 6:30 in 01, so stop in even happen to make it back to gro Problem" won't do any more.
after dinner for an evening of old campus, you'll be lucky-but don't
Sincerely,
time fun and games.
stop there. That's not your last
Byron M. Jackson

I
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College Bowl

I
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6t6t1 HAD A DREAM" ••.

Student~Faculty Art Show and

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
sylvania, is currently being syndicated
to
Television
stations
throughout the United States and
Canada. The railroad will be feaThe Student-Faculty Art Show
tured in the forthcoming Para- and Contest this year attracted a
mount Pictures production "Hello large number of works by members
Dolly."
of the Ursinus community. After
a three day exhibit from March 15
The album is going to contain through 17 the works designated as
original
soundtrack
recordings winners were hung in Wismer Hall.
from several of the television shows There is a guide to the entries
that the group taped prior to which includes the titles, names of
Scott's death. Over fifty percent of the artists, and the media used
the song~ heard on the album are which identifies each piece. This
original material that either Scott guide is useful, because quite a
or Dennis Stoner, another member few of the works are unsigned.
of the group, wrote the words or
The quality, and the range of
music to.
Two of the numbers media found in the exhibit may surfrom the album are reported to be prise some who know that there is
slated for release as top 10 singles. no art instruction here at Ursinus,
but a good number of students seem
The concert, which is under the
able to produce fine works without
direction of Linda Newhart, '68,
will be a review spanning the last this formal instruction. Nevertheless many of these students, and
ten years of trends in music from
doubtless others who did not enpop hits to Broadway shows.
ter the show, are looking forward
"A featured highlight of the con- to the possibility of such a course
cert will be the actual appearance next year.
and performance by the remaining
Especially surprising to Katy
members of Scott's group. After Smith, organizer of the exhibit and
a major setback last spring, when a fine artist in her own right, was
another member of the group was the quantity of photography subkilled, and the tragedy this fall, the mitted by a number of entrants.
group was dissolved. The I.F. Con- These works were of such quality
cert will be the one and only time that the judges designated them
that the Metropolitans will play to- all for the exhibit, and they merit
gether again," concluded Linda.
special attention. One sees in these
photographs professional quality as
"We have been flooded with ques- well as an interesting choice of
tions concerning the scholarship
subjects. They are still life comfund," Gable continued. "Many stu- positions, landscapes, and other
dents have expressed their desire
studies, in both black and white,
to give to the fund, for which we
and in color.
are very grateful. Until the record
Also rather surprising are the
tie-in, there wasn't any real way
we could make a campus-wide ap- sculpture entries which range widepeal. The scholarship fund is a ly in style from plaster abstract, to
lasting memorial. It is something a statue carved from rock, to a
that will continue to give in the metal stabile made of ball bearings
years ahead since it will provide and machine parts. The category
money to deserving students at Ur- of "mixed media" also attracted
sinus College so that they can con- works done with interesting matertinue and further their education." ials, for the exhibited works include
a large piece of needlework, a driftGable went on to explain that a wood and seashell collage, and a
lot of hard work is ahead if Ursinus glass jar filled with interesting obstudents are going to make the jects such as a tiny Winnie the
three thousand dollar goal.
Pooh.
The more usual media are waterThe Concert Record release
should prove to be one of the real color, oil and acrylic, pastels, and
highlights of the school year," Ber- drawings, and these too are repreman added. "Along with students, sented well. Styles range from
considerable outside talent is also hea vy, paint-laden oil portraits to
Again the
going to appear. Were it not for delicate watercolors.
the Scholarship Fund, we could range of subject matter is great,
never begin to provide all the talent the artists generally working on
that is being donated to this event. realistic interpretations of things
This will be one of the most fan- with which they are familiar.
Again there are landscapes, portastic kick-offs for l.F. Weekend
traits, still lives in predominance.
Ursinus has had in many a year.

Contest Acclaimed Successful

"The album will go on national
sale on July 1, but we have been
very fortunate in being able to
make special arrangements with
the record company to have advanced copies of the album available the night of the concert. All
A team of eight evaluators from
profits from the sale of the albu~
will go directly to the scholarshIp the Middle States Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools refund," concluded Newhart.
cently completed a four day examination of the college. Although
the official printed report will not
be available until the end of the
month the evaluators discussed
Two Varieties of Cheese
their findings with members of the
administration upon completion of
Special Italian Sauce
their study, and Dean William Pettit terms it "a good report although
Fresh Dough Daily
not complimentary in every field."
While on campus the team met
347 MAIN ST., COLLEGEVILLE
with administration, faculty and
Next to the State Store
student representatives-as well as
individuals from each of these
Monday till Sunday - 5 till 12
parts of the campus body-in an
attempt to gain a realistic picture
Phone 489-4946
of the college today. The last evaluation was in 1957.
Evaluation Procedure
The procedure of evaluation is
complex, and much long term action is taken by the eollege in anPipin' Hot Sandwiches
ticipation of the visit. Initially a
COLD DRINKS
questionnaire with one hundred
MILK SHAKES
questions is submitted to the college by the Association.
These
HOAGIES
questions are answered jointly by
the Board of Directors, the faculty
LIMERICK, P A.
and representatives of the student
489-7185
body. A narrative description of
the contemporary college situation
COLLEGEVILLE, P A.
is compiled and sent to those members of the Association who have
489-2110
been chosen to judge the school.

Faculty Entries
Faculty members who have exhibited in this show are Dean William S. Pettit, Mrs. Helen Prentiss
Huckins, a residence head, and Edward H. Platte of the history department. Dean Pettit's works are
scratchboards which illustrate his
interest in antiques as well as accomplished technique. Mrs. Huckins is a fine painter, and is represented with two oils and two watercolors. Mr. Platte's entry consists
of three color photographs.
The work deemed Best in Show
also deserves special mention.
"Still Life," a collage by Yolanda
Roth, is interesting for a number
of reasons. The skillful portrayal
of the still life of vase, book, and
other objects is done with bits of
paper which blend to form a realistic rather than an abstract design. This unusual treatment of
the collage media is one that should
not be missed.
Contest Winners
A list of prize winners follows:
Best in Show-Yolanda Roth, "Still
Life" (collage); Oil/Acrylic-no 1st,
2nd-William Hope, "W. T. Longstreth Jr. as Galileo," Helen P.
Huckins, "Clump of Ferns," Hon.
Ment.-Perry Benson, "Florence";
Water Color/Pen and Ink-Helen
P. Huckins, "View from Leah's,"
2nd-Katy Smith, "Sisters"; Pastels-1st-Sue Grun, "Paul," 2ndKaty Smith, "Asparagus"; Photography-1st.-Mr. Edward Platte,
Jr., "Die Verfallenen," 2nd-John
Gray, "Old House," Hon. Ment.Harry Zegel, "Horse"; Sculpture1st.-Yolanda Roth, "Man Picking
Up Log," 2nd-Perry Benson, "Discover the New Pennsylvania," David Fritzsche, "War," Hon. Ment.Joe Jennings, "Plaster Form"; Collage/Paper Design-1st.-Yolanda
Roth, "Still Life," 2nd-Sue Hartman, "Love is Blue," Hon. Ment.Perry Benson, "Boston"; Mixed
Media - 1st - Linda Richtmyre,
"Driftwood," 2nd - Sue Butler,
"Flower Wall Hanging," Sue Yeakley, "Jardin," Hon. Ment.-Kim
Brown, "Glass Jar."
Special Judge's Awards went to
Tom Baker for photography, John
Gray also photography, Dean Pettit for scratchboard, Yolanda Roth
for oils, William Hope for oils,
Kathleen Smith for watercolors,
Sue Grun for watercolors, and Helen Prentiss Huckins for watercolor
and oil.

Evaluators Discuss Findings at UC;
ReportNotEntirely Complimentary

D's PIZZA-RAMA

SPECK'S DRIVE-IN

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., winner of a Nobel Peace
Prize was shot and killed last Thursday evening in Memphis,
Tennessee, the location of his most recent march for Negro
equality. I needn't elaborate upon the circumstances bringing
about his death. Likewise I needn't expound on the greatness
of this man. Perhaps, one thing that should be thought about
is the consequences of such a foolhardy display of violence
as shown by the Reverend King's assassin.
Martin Luther King was the precursor of the civil rights movement.
This man stressed love and cooperation with his fellowman in the circumstances, this being the white man. For eight years he articulated
the standard of non-violence and passive resistance to the bevy of followers throughout his marches. Dr. King was incarcerated countless
times, but always returned to request justice and equality for his black
brothers. Dr. King was at the forefront of civil rights activity, but
within the last two years, an element of black militants infiltrated
more or less, the quest for black equality. These militants, through
act~ of violence and shame to many Negro Americans, subsequently
forced Dr. King into the background, and exited into the limelight of
white fear and distrust. "1 he days of marching and submitting to the
white man are over," cried the
militant, "now is the time for violence!" Thus entered the era of
black power, black nationalists,
black militants, H. Rap Brown's

Girls' Honor Dorms
To Open This Fall

This coming September an interesting experiment in dormitory living will begin for a select group of
twenty-one girls. They will be living in the newly designated honor
dorms, where, without the supervision of a resident head, they will
take on themselves the responsibilities of running their dormitory.
The two houses set up as honor
dorms are Olevian Hall, and a
newly purchased house on Main
Street, between Dr. Platte's and
Omwake. This new house will not
be turned over to the College until
August, and for that reason, the
girls drawing rooms there have only designated that they wish to live
there. and will pick their rooms
when they return to campus in the
fall.

~~!e S:~:~~redC~~:~~h~~l'~me~~c~~
And believe me, the trouble has just
begun.
Dr. King continued his cry of
non-violence and was still received,
but the younger element of the
black community felt that times
had""Changed and the "whitey" had
to learn his lesson. Yes, this is
the feeling of the black militants
and because of this, we will all suffer.
Dr. King is gone and his death
should be mourned by both white
and black. The white community
favored Dr. King because he advocated non-violence-they liked that.
But now the leader of non-violence
is dead and who can they favor
now-H. Rap Brown, Stokely Carmichael? No, I doubt that.
Dig people, we are in trouble.
Yes, I say that we are in trouble,
because your man is gone and there
is no one else with such capabilities.
I may say that you may expect
trouble from here on in. The Black
Militants will make Dr. Martin
Luther King a martyr, not because
he WaS black, but because he was a
Negro leader who was killed by the
white man. First it was Malcolm
X and now Martin Luther King.
To use an old chiche, let me say
that this is going to be a long, long,
hot summer. Prepare yourselves
for granting concessions to the
blacks of America.
Equality
wouldn't be a bad starter.

In order to be selected for the
honor dorms a girl had to submit
an application stating her reasons
for wanting to live there, and receive the recommendation of her
resident head. This done, the Dormitory Council chose which girls
were to have the privilege of living in the dormitories.

Regarding the huge volume Ursinus submitted dealing with the purpose of the school, teacher salary
and benefits, meals and food preparation, financial status of the college, teaching equipment and materials, building maintenance, and
library facilities, Dean Pettit said,
"a more truthful report cannot be
All the girls seem quite excited
found." Each evaluator is a teach- about the experiment, and are quite
er or serves in the field of educa- willing to take on the added retion at one of the hundreds of in- sponsibilities.
They hope that
stitutions that make up the Middle these responsibilities will produce
States Association.
a group spirit which is closer and
The evaluators visit the campus more cooperative than that found
and check to see if the college in the larger dorms where the resmeets the goals it has established
for itself in the narrative provided
for the team. As such, no college
actually "competes" against other
institutions. but rather meets or
fails to meet its own promised standards. However there are basic
standards for accreditation set
forth in an Association booklet entitled "Characteristics of Excellence in Higher Education," and
any college or university failing to
meet these criteria can be denied
accreditation. Graduates of a nonaccredited college have difficulty
getting into graduate schools, federal and state funds can be denied I
to the school, and prospective I
teachers may not wish to teach at,
i non-accredited colleges.
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 5)
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He had a dream to end the nightmare. I fear the real nightmare
has just begun.
Byron Jackson
ident head is "boss." Added attractions of the honor dormitory
system are the houses in which the
girls will live. The new house is
air conditioned, and at least from
the outside, appears quite lovely.
Olevian is also one of the nicest offcampus houses because of its recent
redecoration. It is certainly to be
hoped that this experiment succeeds, for it is high time that Ursinus students be treated like adults, rather than children, for they
will respond with more adult behavior when they are given responsibility.
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Ursinus Thinclads Trample Lebanon
Valley and Haverford by Huge Scores
When the Ursinus track team wins meets, it wins them
with all the viciousness, competitiveness, and sportsmanship
of a MAC champion. Last week the Bear thinclads took two
steps toward the championship; they utterly massacred Lebanon Valley and Haverford. In smashing thei r opponents, The 1968 edition of the Ursrnus
Coach Ray Gurzynski's trackmen rolled up 233 of a possible tennis team has a big hole to fill.
287 points.
Their number one, three, and four

Tietjen Leads
U C Tennis Team

Opening their season on Tuesday,
April 2, the Bears met Lebanon
Valley on Patterson Field. Winning by a 124-21 score, the Bears
practically made it an inter-squad
meet. Seven meet records fell during the Bear onslaught. Three outstanding performers, Bryant Hei singer, Bart Bennett, and Ed Leggett, totaled almost enough points
to defeat Lebanon Valley by themselves. Heisinger won the 100 and
220 yard dashes, placed in the
triple and broad jumps, and an·
chored in 440 yard and mile relay
races; Bart Bennett won the high
and intermediate hurdles, placed in
the broad jump, and led our 440 yd.
relay team to victory. Leggett, winning the broad and triple jumps,
also placed in the pole vault and
high jump. Bruce Albert, with his
incomparable finishing kick, won
the mile and two-mile races in
meet-record times. Tom McMorrow, John Russell, and AI Walstad
swept the 880, while Dave Whipp,
Brian Sourwine, and Art Elwood
swept the 440. Denny Miller, UC's
superb shot and discus man, won
both events for the Bears. UC also
swept the pole vault and high jump,
as Jim Karsnitz set a school record

in the high jump at 6' 2".
At Haverford on the following
Saturday, the Bears obliterated
Haverford by a 109-33 score. Albert, Heisinger, Leggett and Bennett starred again. Albert won the
mile in a record 4 :23.3, then came
back with a victory in the two
mile as Rudi Herman, who is recovering from his foot operation, also
began gaining his old two-mile
form again. Heisinger stretched
to victories in the 100, 220, and
triple jump, while placing in the
broad jump and anchoring in 440
yard relay. Bennett, hampered by
a bad knee, won the hurdles and
the broad jump, placed in the 100,
and ran on the 440 yard relay team.
Leggett placed in the pole vault,
triple j ump, broad jump, and high
j ump. John Russell won the half
mile in two minutes fiat as Tom
McMorrow, AI Walstad, and Pete
Von Southen finished right behind
him. Brian Sourwine and Dave
Whipp fini shed one-two in the 440.
A make-shift mile relay team composed of Dave Whipp, Walt Fus,
Pete Von Southen, and John Russell, let Haverford see only their
heels as they ran away with the
race.

1968 CAMPUS CHEST CALENDAR
Event
Place
Date
Time
Wismer
April 17
12 :30 Faculty Vehicle Race
New Men's Dorms
3:00 to 6:30 Cleaning Boys Dorms
Wismer
6:30 Introduction of Ugly Men
Wismer
12:30 ZX Slave Sale
April 18
Wismer
6:30 West, Fields, Chaplin Films
To be announced
12:30 Ugly Man Con lest
April 19
Wismer
7:00 Student Faculty College Bowl
Front of Supply Store
April 20
9 :00 A.M. Road Rallye
Schrader's Atlantic Station
1:00 Tau Sig Car Wash
8:00 Third Kingdom
SECOND WEEK
Wismer
April 22
12:30 Delta Pi
Wismer
7:00 Bonnie & Clyde Fashion Show
Wismer
April 23
12 :30 Lap Sitting Contest
Supply Store
2 :00 - Dinner Bridge Tournament
Wismer
6:00 KD Spaghetti Dinner
Wismer
8:00 One Act Plays
April 24
Wismer
12:30 Beta Sig Activity
Old Gym
8:00 Light Show and Happening
Wismer to Supply Store
April 26
12:30 Penny Mile
Wismer
6:00 Demas Waits Dinner
Pfahler
7:00 Pre-Med Movie
April 26
12:30 O'Chi Auction
Wismer
3:30 Tug of War
Behind Boys' Dorms
9:30 Costume Dance
Paisley Rec.
April 27
1:00 Carnival
Behind Paisley
Old Gym
8:00 Student Faculty Show

players from last year have graduated and, worst of all, four-year
letterman Pete Wills will not be
back. Nevertheless, Captain Ron
Tietjen and company are contemplating the coming season with an
unassuming air of confidence.
The tennis team will play all
their matches away during the
first month of the season-insurance against the havoc the spring
rains usually work on the Ursinus
clay courts. They opened their season April 10 at Swarthmore.
Six players will play singles for
the team and at present Ron Tietjen, Bob Magie, Milt Jenkinson,
Rick Gibbons, Dave Jacob and Ed
Lodge have the edge for the starting positions. They will be hard
pressed by the other three members
who have won ranking status, Alan
Goldberg, Fred Jacob, and Bob
Vanderlin.
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BASEBAJ.J.ERS DEFEAT
HAVERFORD IN OPENER
Opening its 196 sea. on in excellent style, the r inubaseball team trampled Haverford, 14-4.
Fre hman teve
Cu tel' drove in five run as the Bear held the lead in all innings except one.
coring two run in each of the fir t three
innings, Ursinu led, 6-3, at the end of the fifth. After adding three more runs in the sixth, the Bears put the game out
of reach for Ha\'erford with a five-run bur-t in the seventh
frame.
In the bottom of the seventh bas- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - es on balls cost Haverford dearly
as they had all da\'. After Bill
Maure; drew a walk to open the ~luring that period. Besid~ ' allo\\,inning, two more Bear players did I rng four runs, all of whIch were
likewise to load the bases. A ftel' earned, the Bear hurler walked
Barry Dickey knocked home one three batters while striking out
run with a single, Custer came to five.
DR 1 T
the plate with the sacks still I
H BI
AB R
jammed. Cutting at a high, inside I
2
3
o 0
fastball,
the
U rsinus
catcher Light . ...... .
2
2
2
smashed a hard grounder between Tacconelli ...... . ,
3
1
3
second and first for another hit. Dickey ......... . 5
2
5
3
When the ball jumped over the Custer ......... . 5
1
1
o
glove of the Haverford right-field- Taylor ......... . .,
0
1
1
er, Custer rounded the bases and Mc Donald ...... . .\
1
1
o
scored behind the three other run- Viola .......... . 4
l'1aurer ......... . 3
2
1
2
ners.
o o o
Big John Malanoskl pitched an i\lalanoski ...... . <I
impressive game for the Bears, giv- Garrett ., ..... ,. o o o o
o o o
ing up only four runs and none af- Mangan ........ . 1
........ . 1
o o o
ter the third inning. After a rocky Owren
third in which he allowed three
35 14 13 10
runs, Malanoski pitched scoreless

,,.

~rpp.o.'
A ,,. ~ •
'11.J{Iu.,Q

VJ

An l ' r inu,", baiter cuh ,iciou-.l) at a fastball.

Most of the Ursinus girls' sports
are now in the process of getting
organized.
Within the next few
weeks, the teams will open their

se~~~~. several

returning varsity
lettermen and some capable junior
varsity playel's who have moved up
to play on varsity, the Lacrosse
team is looking fOI'ward to a highly
successful season. Coaching with
Marge Watson this season will be
Mrs. Judy Moyer, a new assistant
coach.
As Lacrosse, softball also looks
promising this year. With almost
the entire varsity squad returning,
Miss Snell's Bea rettes should make
an excellent showing.
Led by senior captain Jean Bonkowski, the girls' tennis team will PLEASE
be facing several new rivals this
year. Among the additions to the
PATRONIZE
Ursinus sc hedule and Gettysburg
OUR
and William and Mary. Besides
Miss Bonkoski two freshmen, Mary
ADVERTISERS I
Ellen Tomasco and Betsy Dickey,
will carry the team's fortunes. Miss
Adele Boyd, former badminton
OLLEGEVILLE BAKERY
coach, will serve as the new tennis
FOR THOSE TA TY TREATS
coach this s pring.
For volleyball fans. the annual
Birthday Cakes Delivered to
tournament, sponsor ed by the
tudent. ' Ilon Reques t - S3.00
Women's Athletic A ssociation, began on Monday, April 8.
L. E. Knoeller, Prop.
489-2871

EDITORIAL
COMPLIMENT. OF . . .
A. W. ZIMMERMAN
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 2)
JEWELER
at present, the students have totally and utterly nothing to
ml1~ Qtl1ut~UU u;nU11~
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
say in the decision of whether or not an instructor is rehired.
Certified Gemologist
3333 RIDGE PIKE
Mr. Clymer's situation, moreover, is almost beyond belief.
American Gem Society
EAGLEVILLE. PEN . A.
President Helfferich admitted to me pointblank that NO ONE
Complete Un. or
•
except students has heard Mr. Clymer teach. On just what
Jew.lry. Diamond., Urtinul Charm.
SPORT
WEAR
basis, then, was this decision made?
•
Should We Laugh or Cry?
BEITER DRE. SE
Schrader's
It's all a little sad, isn't it? In fact, the whole situation
•
is so absurdly pathetic that one hardly knows whether to
Atlantic
Station
PETITE
SHOPPE
laugh or to weep. Here we have a case where a college, os•
Collegeville,
Pa
tensibly operating in order "to help the student to under- 460 Main St.
FABRICS
stand and to emulate excellence in scholarship and in conductor
Official In pection Station
•
allows the student himself no voice whatever in choosing
LINENS
which professors are worthy of their emulation. Can it really
•
FRANK JONES
be possible?
MON .• WED., FRI. - 9 - 9
The Complete
On behalf of the Weekly, I urge the President, the faculSporting Goods Store
T E ., TH R ., SAT. - 9 - 5 :30
ty, and particularly the Ursinus student government to take 228 W. Main St., Norristown, Pa,
AMPLE PARKING
a long and critical look at this situation in the light of the Order your Ursinus Jacket thru '
272·6628
calamatous mistake that has been made. Some sort of stu- 276-5373 DICK
SYKES
Campus
Representath'e _______
dent evaluation of faculty performance is imperative; this _________________
Real Estate - Insurance
much should now be obvious to all. Who shall do the evaluLUTZ'S
Sales - Rentals
ating? What form should the evaluation take? I have my
ROBERT N. GOTTSHALL
FIFTH & MAIN
ideas and intend to present them to the USGA council at their .
REALTOR
next meeting. Every other concerned student should do like- I
Bobbie and Charlie Lutz
448
MAIN
STREET
wise. If the situation is not remedied, then all the work and Catering to All Student Needs
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
489.9275
passion vent on the protest will have gone for nothing.
Phone 489-9303
I

I

ALL THE

NEWEST
COLLEGE RING
ARE AT

BARR'S

UR .. INU' COLLEGE
COLLEGE RING

39. 95
Handsomely styled and
hand finished 10K gold.
Delaware Valley's
Largest Jewelers
OPEN YOUR OWN
CHARGE ACCOt:. 'T
O(:P£HDAilILITY SINCE IIJr.)

J[W(l (R8 • StlV(RswrrHS
OtA. ... OND CunEA8

1112-14 Chestnut Street
Germantown, Frankford
Mayfair. Chester, Olney',
Willow Gro\e, Cottman Ave,.
Camden. Upper Darby,
Cherry Hill, Vineland,
Plymouth Meeting
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Tau Sigma Gamma
It's good to be back in print.
Thanks, Judy.)
Catching up on
Christmas news . . . Best wishes
to Cheryl B. and Eddie on their enga gement. NYC turned some stomac hs. Who says t he Lorelei is uneventful , r ight Cheryl P .? (Congrat s !) Loved tha t " pine-yata!"
Let them a ll fa de away ! Sar s,
Pam, Pearl, J anet: How was yo urall 's trip ?
Come ladies and gents from near
and far
To let Ta u Sig wash your car.
On Ap r il 20th, for Campus Chest,
F or you we'll do our very best!

I

Sounds of Beardwood Two . . .
Bunny, Janis, Marg: "Theme from
the Apartment." Hart: "Get a
Job." B-J: " Everything's Coming
Up Roses." We're g lad BW2 will
be Christmas color again next year!
We're proud of Marty Berry, our
new Whitian , and of Mary Watson
and Bobbi Rose for keeping the Ruby green. Walebee's , anyone? The
Conservative vote won for the dinner dance dinner again ! Hi, Uncle
Boo Boo!

*
Alpha Phi Omega
In the past f ew months several
brothers have relinquished their
freedom to life. Congratulations
and best wishes to Bob Pyle and
the former Miss Dianne Matthews
on their February marriage. Congratulations are also in order for
Stu Koch on his recent marriage to
the former Miss Pam Reed. While
the weddings stopped, the pinnings
went on. Congratulations to Jack
Wright and Miss Arlette Phillips,
of the Methodist Hospital Nursing
School, on their recent pinning.
Many brothers had different and
exciting vacations this year. Burrill, Leman, and Hilliard had a
smashing good time in North Carolina. Barrett and a f-ew . others
managed to make it all the way to
Florida. Totaro turned professor.
Earhart traveled halfway across
the country to release his inner
feelings.
If anyone thinks W ojtanowski
looks funny now, you should have
seen him in 9th grade. Moyer has
decided to give up drinking beer,
thanks to Severance. Hopkins finally woke up.
Everyone make sure they visit
the APO dunking booth at the
Campus Chest Carnival this year.
You will have a spectacular chance
to take out your grudges on the
professors you "love" the most.
Also, many of your "friends" will
have a chance to occupy the honored wet seat. So don't miss the
booth at the Campus Chest Carnival. Talking about taking out
grudges on your "friends," you will
have another chance at the Ugly
Man on Campus Contest. Pies can
be bought at a nominal fee which
can be used for various purposes.
Exercise your vote and give him a
pie in the face.
In closing, our Public Speaking
Merit Badge this week goes to
First Class Scout (Cub) H. Lloyd
Jones, Jr. for his meritorious introductory speech at the song fest.
Our sincerest appreciation . and
thanks are extended to Ron and Lee
for all their help in trying to get
us to sound half-way decent.
Omega Chi

Last night when we had our pict~res ,;aken, it was like "old home
mght. . Bowman even shed a few
nostalgic tears.
A strange case of impr inting has
been repor ted by Dr. Ridge - for
f ur ther inform ation we were referred to Miss P izont, object of the
imprinting.
Clarice is having a complete idoverhaul. She certainly needed it;
we didn't even know she had one.
A clothing drive is being held for
Lani-anything accepted.

*

>I<

*

KDK
Thi s week's Greeks will be devoted partly to upcoming f unctions
sponsored by KD fo r t he benefit of
Campus Chest .
On Tuesday, April 23, we will
have our ann ual Spaghett i Dinner
in the a fcove of Wismer. Every
year we serve a homema de dinner
complete with candle light and garlic br ead. Compared to the meals
usually served in Wismer, you can't
go wrong with this one. All proceeds are handed over to Campus
Chest (except for any left-over
food which is always g obbled by a
few greedy sisters! ) . Tickets can
be obtained for $1.00 from any KD
sister or bought at the door. We
will be ser ving in two shifts, 6:40
and 7:15. Get a ticket beforehand
to be sure of a seat, and enjoy your
dinner.
Our other advertisement concerns the carnival on Saturday,
April 27. We will again be having the goldfish toss where you can
win a free goldfish if your pingpong ball lands in a bowl. It's very
easy and fun to watch, so look for
us under the tent on that Saturday.
Belated congratulations to those
who have finally caught their men.
Best wishes to Mary Kaufmann on
her not so recent engagement to
Joe Melrose, a former Delta Pi
brother. Eileen Cornell, also not
so recently, became pinned to Bill
Strollo of Seton Hall University.
Rachel King finally caught Joe
Orosz and is now pinned to this
Delta Pi brother. Diana Krusen
also needs to be congratulated on
finally getting a Delta Pin from
Dave Kaplan. KD is sure falling
for the Delta Pi guys! Diann Lieby
is on her first step by becoming
lavaliered to Rudi Anders of Purdue. Or is it valadered, Karen?
Thank you Sig Rho for a marvelous mixer. You are great entertainers.
It's been heard that Pat had a
nice time at Lorelei, and what else
is new, Pat?
KD is happy to claim Judy
Schneider, the new Weekly editor,
as a sister.

*

Phi Alpha Psi

Our representatives to Florida
this year were Mickey, Dixie, Ellie,
ahd Holly. (Our group had 55 %
more freckles.) Sandi got ap far
as North Garolina and not to be
outdone Elise went to Penn State.
In spite of the fact that Lucas
forgot her bunny suit, we had a
lot of fun and a most rewarding
morning at our Easter party for
orphans from a home in Ambler,
Pennsylvania.
Best wishes to Gail Hamilton
who is now wearing the Beta Sig
pin of Bob Reid and to Barb Bruzgo who is now wearing an Alpha
Phi Epsilon tee-shirt.
Save your unshined shoes-Phi
Psi will shine them for you during
Campus Chest for 25c. Also be
sure to look for our booth at Campus Chest Carnival.
On behalf of Stauffer 159-Herbie Eazder, everybody.

s

you'll all come thr ough with flying
colors.
Vacation time will find the Zates
scattered to the four winds. Jerry
" Red Baron" Basco will fly a delega tion to the Bahamas in his new
Sopwor th Camel, "Don Quixote"
Kauffman will be fighting windmills and dia rrhea in Mexico, Urenovich will head for Pt. Barrow,
Alaska for some fun in the sun,
and Whitey is planning a self-imposed forced march through Death
Valley.
Ever yone who attended the St.
Patty's Party at Trappe had a
great time except Mangan whose
dat e was obtained by his fellow albino, none other than award-winni ng Whitey who met her as she
passed through with a tr oupe of
R ussian women wrestlers. Fire
Dieu, not W . and C.
Our list of engagements has
reached mammoth proportions best wishes to Kay Bergstresser,
Carol Good, Judy Mercer, and Anne
Detwiler, all engaged to non-Ursinus men- hmmmmm .

*

*
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PROTESTS, OPINIONS

FOR SALE: SPINET PIANO
Wanted, responsible party to take over low monthly
payments on a spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager, P. O. Box 35, Cortland, Ohio.

*

Demas
Room f or Rent, Suite 112, Room
C, inquire within, form er resident
moved to Trappe, Pa. Applicant
For ALL Your Printing Needs
must live with famous crushmate
Fred (S.A.M.) Light.
His only
Call 323-7775 (not a toll call)
bothersome traits are occasional
sighs and a glassy stare. By the
way Marty's black armband on
Wednesday was to commemorate
the passing of a close relative, his
SMA LE'S PRINTERY
4-4-2. Marty's Dad must be a real
hot rodder. Lawrence Schmidt's
Date Service provides dates and
785 N. Charlotte Street
pick-ups for all occasions, Third
Kingdom a specialty.
Maxwell
Pottstown, Pa.
(Dumbbell) Dolch available for all
kids' events. Amaze the kiddies,
listen to Max think. Dix says he
won't come to any more Mixers Owned & Operated by an Ursinus
unless we have T-Bird on tap.
Steve Weiss' 5 minute dramatic Alumnus-Harold L. Smale, '53
pause was the hit of "Luther."
Chippy is dead! Congrats to prexy
Eric for not being P-Wed this
weekend!
What?
Linda went MOYER'S llARBER SHOP
home . . . oh well, better luck 346 Main Street, Collegeville, Pa.
next time.

Haircutting by Appointment
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS
For Appointment Call 489-2540

MATCHMAKER CAST
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
gie Rogasner, Jane Tomlinson, Ed
Birdsong, and Vicki Van Horn will
Tom
also appear in the cast.
Strange will direct the play; Jim
Blore will produce it.
In order to carry out the intricate staging, the Curtain Club asks
for both artistic talent and muscular talent. Anyone who would like
to help in the production of Matchmaker should see Susan Royack.

College Pharmacy

•

•

Expert Shoe Repair Service
Lots of Mileage Left in Your Old
Shoes-Have Them Repaired at
LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Main Street
Collegeville
New Shoes & Jack Parcell Sneakers
Dye All Fabric Shoes Any Color

BUDGETING?
A special checking account
will help control expenses.
Collegeville Office

Provident Nationcli Bank
Member F.D.I.C.

CLUB 1000
Ballroom Available for Receptions,
Dances, Meetings, Banquets, Shows,
etc. - From 50 to 500
40-44 HIGH ST., POTTSTOWN
Phone 323-9750

KOPPER KETTLE
454 Main Street
Collegeville, Pa.
SEAFOOD - Our Specialty
489-2536

321 MAIN STREET
Prescription Drug Store

THE TOWNE FLORIST
CORSAGES and FLOWERS
for All Ursinus Events
331 MAIN STREET
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Wire Service - 489-7235

Next to Powers

Gracious Country Dining Since 1798

SUPPORT
CAMPUS
CHEST

Phone 495-6222

COLLEGEVILLE
LAUNDRY
Next to the Hockey Field

SHIRTS -- A Specialty
PROMPT SERVICE

ARA
SNACK SHOP
WELCOMES
YOU

STAMP ITI
~~;:;~?

n's THE RAGE
REGULAR
MODEL

~___"":"":'":
•
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Five Exotic Places
To Go This Summer
The Middle East in the
19th and 20th Centuries
Medieval Europe
France and the Enlightenment
Spain and Hispanic America
The Islands of the Pacific;
Cultures and Peoples

THE

April 17-27
R. M. MAS CHOCK

LIMERICK, PA.

ROUTE 422

How suite it is, right Wid? Back
W ANTED-Man for summer work
to a steady diet of lox and bagels.
in warehouse - plenty of overtime.
Our winter affair certainly netShould live within commuting disted more than its quota of weirds,
tance. Apply: Mr. Shupe, West
I mean fun. Don't ever ask Haley
Third Avenue Warehouse, Collegeto find a band for you. She knows
ville Flag & Mfr. Co., Collegeville,
her doctors, though! Right Judi,
Pa.
Carole, and Anne?
•
Zeta
Chi
Congratulations to Sharon Teitsworth and Steve Lockyear of Beta
Congratulations and the best of
Sig on their engagement. Also to luck to our eight new pledges: .
INSURANCE BROKER
Lyn Shuster and Mark Young of Skip DeBow, Jeff Carpenter, Felix
"Compare before you buy"
Demas, who never really announced
arrog, Vince Scancella, Jim Shotheir engagement. Consider it an- I her, Pete Shuman, John Tourtelnounced.
lotte and Jim Wilcox. We know FL 2-6188 - OS 2-1116 - 437-3603 1

•

IEVALUATORS DISCUSS

(Continued from Page 2, Col. 5)
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 3)
At Ursinus College
docile protest as the greatest of all
evils. But who gives a damn about
While at Ursinus the evaluator
them? We are only beginning to tried to ascertain students' opinions
move and our path is endless. We of the school. A luncheon was held
are intelligent people and we will in Wismer Hall at which the team
not be suppressed. Cheyney, Bowie met alone with six student repreand Howard acted quite foolishly, sentatives. After a discussion of
and will probably suffer more than students' rights, student/adminiSgain.
tration relations, and student reOUT thoughts of questioning poli- form actions one of the evaluators
cies must continue. The most im- said that given the present situaportant thing is that our dissenting I tion it was surprising that there
opinions be first pervaded by rea- are not more student movements.
son .
After completing their study the
Congratulations Ursin us, ·you evaluation team met with the adare becoming more worldly.
ministration and discussed their
"The world is nothing, the man findings . Ursinus was given a
is all; in yourself is the law of all chance to reply to any items it felt
nature, and you know not yet how were inaccurate. The report has
a globule of sap ascends; in your- now been printed, and the college
self slumbers the whole of Reason; is awaiting the decision of the
it is for you to know all; it is for Commission on Higher Education
you to dare alL"
of the Association.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
Lance Diskan

2

finest INDESTRUCTIBLE MOAL
POCKET RUIIDI STAilP. YaH. r.

TIle

Send cbeck or mon.,r order. Be
a ure to Inelude yuur Zip Code. No
poetalre or handline chare .... Add
aal ... tal[.
prompt ...I,...,m. SatlsfectIea~
TH. MOPP CO.
P. O. Ilol 11&23 ~ . . . . . . . . .
ATWlrI, GA.. 311321

Plus 286 other courses just
as compelling. Undergraduate.
Graduate. Profess ronal.
Go a little farther academically
this summer. To the University
of Pennsylvania Summer Sessions.

First Selilon: May 2o-June 21
Second Selslon: July 1-AulUlt •
Reiliter Now
For a Summer Sessions cataloe.
mall the coupon below.
111. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
M* _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~,-------------------~

'.----UNIVERSITY of ~
PENNSYLVANIA

Summer 'aulonl
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19104

